
microglyph®

... more than a code



Reliability and efficiency in the packaging process
with the help of microglyph® codes

Using microglyph® codes makes it possible to control and monitor the packaging process 
efficiently. These codes enable product correctness and completeness to be checked, 
packaging and quality control to be supported and palletisation to be controlled. The codes, 
which can have free-form structures, are integrated in the packaging design - where they are 
practically invisible to the human eye.

Depending on the area involved, up to 400 bytes 
can be coded. The data contained in the codes 
provide information about, for example, the product 
itself and national clusters. This information controls 
subsequent processes like palletisation or facilitates 
traceability. Recording and analysis functions detect 
even the smallest of irregularities in the workflow.

Thanks to the high fault tolerance level, microglyph® 
codes can be scanned even if up to 90% of them 
is covered up or badly damaged. The quality of the 
codes scanned provides very exact information 
about the correct position of the packaging material. 
If minimum tolerance specifications are not satisfied, 
the products with inadequate packaging are elimi-
nated from the system.

During the product design process, the code structure is specified and embedded unob-
trusively in letters, logos or picture elements. Free forms of any kind are possible in addition 
to standard rectangular, circular or ring shapes. Extremely little contrast is needed to make 
sure that the codes can be scanned reliably: colour differences of as little as less than 1% 
are sufficient.

The packaged products are scanned by area or line cameras at conveyor belt speeds of up 
to 3 m/sec. Licensed microglyph® software analyses the codes. The microglyph® concept is 
a complete system, consisting of an industrial camera, lighting, a computer and application 
software. These components are supplied in rugged steel housings and are integrated in the 
packaging lines and their IT infrastructure.

An efficient and reliable packaging process is possible when the microglyph®  

system is used, with the result that costs are cut.

microglyph® codes stands for:

•	 Correct products 
•	 Correct numbers 
•	 Packaging and quality control 
•	 Control in final packaging operations 
•	 Reliable recording and process analysis 
•	 Traceability

Screenshot of the microglyph® decoder software used on packaging lines. 
Four packaging cartons are processed in parallel each time. The green 
marks indicate the products that are correct, while the red mark draws at-
tention to a product that is not correct, because of a deviation in the position 
of the packaging material that exceeds the specified tolerance limit. The 
carton in question is eliminated from the system.



Application areas on the pack
versatile printing potential - practically invisible

microglyph® codes are:

•	 Rugged and reliable 
•	 Scannable when 90% is covered  
 or damaged 
•	 Practical invisible to consumers 
•	 Data capacity of up to about 400 bytes 
•	 Integration in logos, letters and picture  
 or coloured areas 
•	 Effective scanning in unfavourable  
 lighting conditions 
•	 A colour difference of only 1% is required 
•	 Adaptable to any shapes and surfaces

Why microglyph®?
The limitations of conventional mark-

ing processes are frequently reached 

in practical production conditions. In 

order to be able to scan standard 

matrix, stacked or bar codes reliably 

enough in manufacturing processes, 

clear, distinctly visible contrasts, de-

fined lighting conditions and, above 

all, suitable surfaces and shapes are 

needed. These requirements fre-

quently mean that conventional codes 

cannot be applied in practice.

Your information is integrated unob-

trusively in the product design with 

the microglyph® technology. Reliable 

decoding in production processes is 

guaranteed even under what appear 

to be the most unfavourable of condi-

tions.
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